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would mean a complete denial of the great doubt as to the
possibility of absolute cognition. And this would mean
a rechute into that stale and hollow positivism which
disfigured the beginning of our epoch—an attitude of
intellectual arrogance that is invariably accompanied by a
crudeness of feeling, and an essential violation of life, as
stupid as it is presumptuous. Through an overvaluation
of the objective powers of cognition, we repress the import-
ance of the subjective factor, which simply means the
denial of the subject. But what is the subject? The
subject is man—-we are the subject Only a sick mind
could forget that cognition must have a subject, for there
exists no knowledge and, therefore, for us, no world where
'I know' has not been said, although with this statement
one has already expressed the subjective limitation .of-all-
knowledge.
The same holds good for all the psychic functions:
they have a subject which is just as indispensable as the
object. It is characteristic of our present extraverted
valuation that the word * subjective' occasionally rings
almost like a reproach or blemish; but in every case the
epithet 'merely subjective' means a dangerous weapon of
offence, destined for that daring head, that is not unceasingly
convinced of the unconditioned superiority of the object
We must, therefore, be quite clear as to what meaning the
term * subjective' carries in this investigation. As the
subjective factor, then, I understand that psychological
action or reaction which, when merged with the efiect
of the object, makes a new psychic fact Now, in so far
as the subjective factor, since oldest times and among all
peoples, remains in a very large measure identical with
itself—since elementary perceptions and cognitions are
almost universally the same—it is a reality that is just as
firmly established as the outer object If this were not
$o. any sort of permanent and essentially changeless reality
Q*

